
100% of parents
agreed that 

their child was
helped to settle

in. 

" Our daughter settled in" Our daughter settled in
very easily and has thrived oververy easily and has thrived over

the last year. The environment isthe last year. The environment is
incredibly warm and nurturing."incredibly warm and nurturing."
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100 % of

parents agreed 
that their child

enjoys
 coming to the

Pre-School.

90% of parents 
agreed that the 

Pre-School
encourages 

children to be 
healthy.  
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100% of
 parents have

 read or are aware 
of Pre-School 
policies and 
procedures. 

Parents comments:
" I could see clearly" I could see clearly  

that the school has made himthat the school has made him
  happy and positive through hishappy and positive through his

attitude since joining the school."attitude since joining the school."

"The pre- school has"The pre- school has
  taught valuable reading,taught valuable reading,

writing and maths skills to getwriting and maths skills to get
him prepared forhim prepared for  
primary school."primary school."

" My daughter has been
encouraged to make

friends and also shown how to
do things

 independently. "
 

Parents suggestions for  King Street Pre-School's future planning : 

" More sports/ dance/ yoga sessions would be great."

" Because of covid, we have not been able to see our children
inside the pre-school and speak with staff members. Maybe a
little bit more communication with parents as to how are kids

are doing during these exceptional circumstances."

"More family activity events after the Covid situation is over."

"Once covid restrictions lift it would be great 
to have trips to the library and park."

"The environment is
 brilliant for little ones to gain

independence."

"I like the cosy size."

"Love the small friendly 
setting." 

"The teachers are
 very patient." 

" I was grateful and 
impressed the staff were in 

tune with her needs and desires,
while encouraging her to 

learn and grow."

"Teachers are great at 
addressing and dealing
 with individual needs."


